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1. Executive Summary

The core objective of WP21 is to provide an Innovation Reference Framework that can be
used by manufacturing enterprises and their partners from the Manufacturing Service
Ecosystem (MSE) to obtain guidance and support for their innovation processes aiming at
servitization.
The analysis of the specific conditions of collaborative innovation processes in a MSE and the
feedback of the end-users in the MSEE consortium have brought up a set of elements that
were assessed as most relevant for such an Innovation Reference Framework. These elements
are:


Reference processes for the early phases of innovation processes in an ecosystem.



A meta-model that provides the frame for modelling the particular application
scenario for innovation processes in an ecosystem.



A method to analyse the options for servitization of the own products to obtain input
for idea generation.



A support, in particular a template, to describe and communicate selected ideas.

The reference processes have to be especially aligned to the specific conditions of
collaboration in a MSE and of servitization. An essential sub-process that can make special
use of the opportunities an MSE can provide is “gaining insight to market / customer”. This
insight is essential for “recognition of opportunities” for innovations, which is another
important sub-process. The process should guide manufacturing enterprises to make use of
the broader background and knowledge of the MSE partners that goes beyond their own
knowledge. Opportunities for servitization can be found in the “home market” (comparable
products, same business area) but also in related markets, in the context of analogous product
or even in unrelated market (different business areas and different products). The following
ideation process can also be based on the competence and creativity of the MSE. The MSE
has to be stimulated to create ideas. Different approaches can be chosen for this, e.g. open
ideation, ideation campaigns or process driven ideation. The final sub-process is idea
assessment and selection. For all process steps the manufacturing enterprise has to be aware
of the required interactions when MSE partners are involved. The main tasks are
coordination, negotiation and communication. This is regarded in the reference processes too.
An essential and very MSEE-specific of the framework is a suggested method to identify
opportunities for servitization. This consists of different analysis: analysing product-related
processes at the customer to identify new services that support them, analysing analogous
products for related services that can be adopted, analysing the product for virtualisation, and
analysing up-coming services for applicability in combination with the physical product.
The guidance and support of the framework comprise also a meta-model that describes the
elements that are / could be relevant for modelling such collaboration on innovation in an
MSE and an approach to describe and communicate ideas for servitization.
This deliverable provides the base concepts for the most relevant elements of the Innovation
Reference Framework. In the next steps of WP 21 these base concept have to be detailed and
to become more concrete during the validation with the end-users.
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2. Introduction and objectives of this document

WP21 is aiming at developing an Innovation Reference Framework for Manufacturing
Enterprises that are looking for service innovation and servitization in a Manufacturing
Service Ecosystem (MSE).
The previous work and deliverables in WP21 have analysed the conditions for innovation in
this context and elaborated requirements upon such a framework. This was done in task T21.1
and documented in D21.1. Based on that, potential elements and the general structure of the
framework were described. This was done in the tasks T21.2 and T21.3. Since these
considerations were strongly inter-related, the first results were documented in a combined
deliverable D21.2&4. The considerations on the framework elements were continued. Since
the elements were generally just identified in D21.2&4, the objective of this deliverable is to
give a more detailed description of the elements. It is a kind of status report upon the ongoing
work on the overall Reference Framework.
The following graphic gives an overview over the “workflow” in WP21.
T 2.1.1
Collection and discussion
of requirements and
innovation principles

D2.1.1
• Common understanding regarding
Innovation Processes in MSE
• Requirements upon the Innovation
Reference Framework.

T 2.1.2
Analysis and evaluation of
elements for the reference
framework

D2.1.2/3

D2.1.4/5

• Elements of the
Innovation Reference
Framework.

• Innovation Reference
Framework Model.
T 2.1.3
Reference framework for a
sustainable service
innovation ecosystems

Figure 1: Overview over WP 21 tasks and deliverable

The considerations in the previous deliverables have brought up the general dimensions of the
framework.
The first dimension is the progress in the innovation process. It is necessary to describe this
process since the elements of guidance and support strongly depend on the process steps the
manufacturing enterprise or the MSE takes.
The second dimension is the heterogeneity of ecosystem involvement. It is assumed that the
required guidance and support is different when established value chain collaborates as if a
broad variety of different partners have to work together.
The third dimension is degree of novelty in servitization. This covers also the aspect of
virtualisation (replacing physical product components by IT-based services) that can be part
of the novelty. If the servitization is based on the combination of an existing product with an
existing service this lead to other requirements upon guidance and support than a completely
new development of product and service with a high degree of virtualisation.
The picture below shows the dimensions of the Innovation Reference Framework. The field in
the framework (yellow star) determines the relevant elements for guidance and support.
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Broad variety of
customers, competitors
and suppliers from other
industries

Heterogeneity of
ecosystem involvement

Integration of few further
types of ecosystem
members, e.g. customers
Value Chain
(established suppliers,
research & consulting)

Provision of
conditions

Recognition
of
opportunities

new combination of existing services
with an existing product without
adaptation and virtualisation

Idea
generation

Idea
assessment
and selection

Progress of
innovation process

product or service is new or adapted,
could be based on virtualization of
physical value components
new product and new related
services with virtualization of
physical value components

Degree of novelty and
virtualization in servitization

Figure 2: Reference framework model for service innovation ecosystem

Based on the considerations on general requirements upon the Framework and based on the
identified potential elements of the framework, the end-users were asked in a survey about
their needs (this survey is documented in the re-submitted D21.1 that was improved according
to recommendations of the reviewers). As a result the most important needs are:
 A reference process to provide conditions that enable and support/foster innovation
processes in an ecosystem.
 A reference process that covers also specific activities for servitization in the
innovation process.
 A meta-model that provides the frame for modelling the particular application
scenario for innovation processes in an ecosystem.
 A method to analyse the options for servitization of the own products to obtain input
for idea generation.
 A support, in particular a template, to describe and communicate selected ideas.
Therefore these elements should provide the core of the Innovation Reference Framework.
As mentioned above, the work on the elements and the framework is still under way.
Therefore some elements are just described in their general structure and have to be
completed. It is expected that there will be some changes to the elements as they are described
in this deliverable when more feedbacks from their practical application will be available.
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3. Link between the Innovation Framework and Service Engineering

An essential part of the MSEE project is Service Engineering and Service Operations
Management. Generally Service Engineering comprises also steps that can be considered as
idea generation. This overlapping requires special attention. Therefore this chapter focuses on
the interaction between the Manufacturing Service Ecosystem (MSE), which is described
mainly in SP2, and a single enterprise or a Virtual Manufacturing Enterprise (VME), which is
described in SP1. This interaction is bidirectional, the VMEs receive new ideas from the
ecosystem but the VMEs can also push new ideas into the ecosystem, e.g. to involve the MSE
for idea assessment or to stimulate additional ideas and idea improvement.
Here in this deliverable the interaction is focussed on the innovation in the MSE in order to
generate new ideas for new services. The Reference Framework for Service Innovation
Ecosystems should provide guidance and support to generate these new ideas for new services
or new combinations of services and products. The current structure of the Reference
Framework for Service Innovation was described above (see Figure 2). The scope of the
Framework ends when in the innovation process an idea is generated, assessed and selected.
Based on this Idea selection, a development project can start in a single enterprise or VME.
So the idea is the starting point for a new project that can be developed according to the
Service Life Cycle Management Framework in the single enterprise, respectively the VME. A
first approach of this Framework was described in D14.1 in WP14.
This new project has to be developed according to the Service Life Cycle Management
Framework first phase. The following Figure 3 gives an overview over the Service Lifecycle
Management Framework. It consists of the three main macro-phases “service ideation”,
“service engineering” and “service operations management”. The single phases consist of
various components.
Beginning of Lif e

Service Ideat ion
Provision of
conditions

Service Engineering
Requirements
analysis

Ideation

Service design

Service test

Implementation

2

1

3

Service Operat ions M anagem ent
Service Portfolio M anagement
M arketing

Service Sales

Service Delivery

M iddle of Lif e

Re-Design (optional)/ Dismiss

End of Lif e

Figure 3: Service Life Cycle Framework (WP1.4)
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Service Ideation
Service Ideation is a hardly describable phase at the beginning of the SLM framework. The
reason for this is that the phase of service ideation does not have an explicit beginning, thus it
is difficult to define the exact boundaries. Service ideation should always and continuously
take place both in companies and in the ecosystem. A first approach was described in D12.1
for a single enterprise, but a more detail description you can find in D21.2 and D21.4 for a
Manufacturing Service Ecosystem (MSE). At the end of the phase “Service Ideation” it comes
to a structured collection and subsequent evaluation of the service ideas provided by the phase
of service ideation.
Service Engineering
The Service Engineering phase is a waterfall model for the development of new services. It
was described mainly in D12.1, the component “Service Test” is described in D12.3. In order
to avoid some overlapping the phase “Service Engineering” consists here of four phases:
Requirements Analysis, Service Design, Service Test and Service Implementation.
The Requirements Analysis as the first process phase marks the start of the actual
development project. Here, the internal and external requirements with respect to the new
service to be developed have to be considered. The second phase of the Service Development
process is called Service Design: the main goal of this phase is to define and describe the new
service in detail. In the third phase the service should be tested by customers or by using a
simulation tool or at least by a checklist. The Implementation of the service also includes the
operative implementation of the previously elaborated marketing concept. Furthermore, the
involved employees need to be trained as planned, necessary but up to now missing resources
have to be procured.
Service Operations Management
A first approach of the phase “Service Operations Management” was described in D14.1, the
final approach will be described in D14.2. The primary activities “Service sales & marketing”
lead to the acquisition of customers respectively service projects. After the acquisitions phase
the service needs to be delivered to the customers. This happens within “Service Selivery”.
The support activities for Service Operations Management have been changed in comparison
to the support activities of Porter´s value chain [Porter 1985]. With respect to the architecture
of the framework and its stage-gate-character, there remain two significant support activities:
 “Service Portfolio Management”, which is described in the WP 5.3 in order to
optimize the business models of a single enterprise.
 “Service Operations Controlling” which is described in WP1.3, the first approach was
described in D13.1 and the final will be described in D13.2.
Interaction between Manufacturing Service Ecosystem (SP2) and a Service Life Cycle
Management (SP1)
In Figure 4 you will find the connection point in the innovation progress between
Manufacturing Service Ecosystem (MSE, SP2) and a Service Life Cycle Management
Framework (SLM, SP1). The end of a Service Life Cycle can also be a new starting point in
the Manufacturing Service Ecosystem (MSE). During the Service Life Cycle of a single
service there are also interactions with the Ecosystem by customers and suppliers in order to
improve the existing service that is described in D14.5 or to generate completely new service
idea that is described in this deliverable.
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Figure 4: Interaction between MSE (SP2) and the SLM (SP1)
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4. Reference Processes

The survey that was conducted at the MSEE end-users (see re-issued D21.1) has shown that
there is a clear need for reference processes that provide orientation for manufacturing
enterprises in the early phases of an innovation process based on servitization in a
Manufacturing Service Ecosystem (MSE). This supports the conclusions drawn for the
literature research on requirements upon an Innovation Reference Framework. Therefore a
consistent and coherent set of innovation reference processes has to become an essential
element of the Framework.
The analysis of existing innovation references processes, and the transition of the results to
the specific conditions of MSEE, produced a structure of the overall innovation “from idea to
cash” (term from PWC [PWC 2011]). However, it was decided to concentrate in WP 21 on
the early phases of the process, namely on the provision of conditions for innovation and on
the ideation. The reasons for this decision were explained in D21.1 and could be summarized
as follows: the novelty of the new solution and basic approach for servitization are mainly
determined in these early phases. The other phases are less specific for servitization based
innovation. Another reason became clear during the further work in SP 2: according to the
MSEE concept, the ecosystem is particularly involved in these early phases. These phases end
with a decision about the selected ideas. If it is decided to continue with the idea, the
innovation process enters the realisation phase. In MSEE it is expected that the realisation
will be mainly done by a Virtual Manufacturing Enterprise (VME) with feed-back loops into
the MSE. The following graphic illustrates the overall process.
Focus
Provision of
conditions
for innovation
Defining
Innovation
strategy
Organise
involvement
of MSE
Gaining insight
to market /
customer

Realisation Phase
Ideation
Research

Development

Prototyping

Production

Marketing&
Sales / Launch

Recognition of
opportunities
Idea
generation

Idea
assessment
and selection

Selected idea
for servitzation

MSE-level

VME-level

Figure 5: Focus on the early phases of the innovation process

For the reference process as part of the Innovation Reference Framework the graphic below
provides an overview over the phases “provision of conditions for innovation” and “ideation”
that should be considered in this description.
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Provision of conditions
for Innovation

Ideation

Defining
Innovation
strategy

Organise
involvement
of MSE

Gaining insight
to market /
customer

Recognition
of
opportunities

MSEE
approach
represents a
kind of
innovation
strategy

Align
organisation to
collaboration

Definition of
search areas

Identifying
opportunities

Stimulating
ideas

Definition of
criteria

Set-up MSE
=> see specific
process

Screening
search areas

Clarify strategy
for servitization

Idea
creation

Specification
of idea

Idea
collection

Assessment
of idea

Set-up tools
for
collaboration

Idea
generation

Idea
assessment
and selection

Selection
of idea

Figure 5: Overview over the MSEE innovation reference process

4.1.

Provision of conditions for Innovation

The first phase covered by the Innovation Reference Process is a preparatory phase. The
conditions that should be provided can be regarded as a “fertile ground” for innovation
processes. Some of these conditions are not only valuable for innovation processes. That
means that they do not necessarily have to be “innovation-specific”. However if these
conditions are not regarded this could have a negative impact on likelihood for success of the
innovation process, e.g. ideas with high potential could get lost or partners in the ecosystem
lose their motivation to generate ideas.

4..1.1.

Defining Innovation Strategy

The approach of the MSEE project as such can already be regarded as an innovation strategy.
The core elements of this strategy are servitization and involvement of a Manufacturing
Service Ecosystem (MSE), which represents an Open Innovation strategy. If a manufacturing
enterprise has decided to apply the MSEE approach it has consequently defined this as part of
the innovation strategy. Therefore this process step is not described in more detail in this
deliverable.

4..1.2.

Organise Involvement of MSE

As explained in the previous section the strategy of the MSEE approach is to involve
members from the MSE. This involvement requires so organisational measures to ensure that
this involvement is effective and efficient.
The corresponding process steps are:
 Align organisation to collaboration.
 Set-up MSE.
 Set-up tools for collaboration.
The tables below describe the process steps. Besides content that could also be found in other
references processes (e.g. SCOR and VRM, see D21.1), they consider required interactions
with MSE Partners that are specifically relevant for innovation processes in an MSE.
The process step to set-up a MSE is not described in this place as it is covered by WP 2.5.
Name of Process
Element
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Element Description

Indicators

The objective of this element is to prepare the organisation of the
manufacturing enterprise for collaboration with MSE partner in Innovation
processes. The expectations from the management have to be
communicated, mandates have to be assigned and resources have to be
allocated. It could be necessary to have special training for the involved
persons. An important challenge is aligning process for collaboration. In
particular process of decision making have to be flexible and fast enough
to meet the requirement of collaboration.
 % of employees that trained in concepts, methods and tools that can
support collaboration innovation processes.
 % of employees that are involved in collaborative innovation projects.
 % of working time the employees could spend for no-core/creative
activities.
 % of employees with target agreements/agreement on objectives that
cover the aspect of collaborative innovation.

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

This is basically an internal task for each enterprise.

Links to other Process
Elements

---

Additional comments / Examples

Identifier

C2.3

Name of Process
Element

Set-up tools for collaboration

Element Description

The collaboration in innovation processes is based on communication and
exchange of information. This information has to be collected, stored,
managed and transmitted. These tasks can be done in an analogues style,
e.g. flip-chart in a project “war room”. But since the partners are usually
not working in the same place it is in most cases necessary to use IT tools.
Typical tools are:
 Tools to share knowledge.
 Tools to collect, share, manage and assess ideas.
 Project management tools.
It has to be decided if the
 Using an already existing tool of one of the MSE partner.
This tool has to be made available to all partner and it has to be
ensured that the partner have no access to data that is not relevant for
them.
 Using a service of a service provider that provides the required
functionality (Software as a service).
 Implementing a new tool for the particular collaboration the MSE.

Indicators

 Provision of a knowledge management systems (yes/no)?
 Provision of an idea management tool (yes/no)?
 % of employees that use/apply these tools (also differentiated
according to MSEE partners).

MSEE Consortium
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Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: It has to be coordinated what tools are used, who is
managing what in the tools and how the access rights are handled.
Negotiation: If partners already using own tools it has to be negotiated
what tool will be the leading one. The partners can have different
preferences regarding certain tools that require negotiation.
Communication: It has to be communicated what tools are available and
can be used.

Links to other Process
Elements
Additional comments / Examples
Many companies have recognised the value of ideas for new products or product improvements that
are generated by customers. Therefore they provide communication channels that can be used by the
customers other people interested in the product to suggest their ideas. These customers and other
interested people can be regarded a members of an ecosystem around the particular product or type of
product.
In some cases the companies have their own communication channels in other cases they use
channels that are offered by service providers. Today most of these communication channels are webbased.
Examples for own or at least branded channels for ideas collection from customers and interested
people can be found at DELL (IdeaStorm), NOKIA (Invent With Nokia) and Starbucks (My
Starbucks Idea). Screenshots from one of these platforms can be found below.

Figure 5: DELL’s IdeaStorm [http://www.ideastorm.com]

On the other side there are various service providers that offer such communication channels as a
service. There are for example many brainstorming/crowdsourcing platforms offered on the web, e.g.
atizo [www.atizo.com], Brainfloor [www.brainfloor.com], IdeaBounty [www.ideabounty.com],
IdeaConnection [www.ideaconnection.com], InnoCentive [www.innocentive.com] or Yutongo
[www.yutongo.com].
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Figure 6: InnoCentive’s crowdsourcing platform [www.innocentive.com]

This overview shows that there are various options gather ideas from a big number of people in an
open way. The challenge is to stimulate ideas by an appropriate briefing an motivate people to
participate.

4..1.3.

Gaining insight to market / customer

Knowledge is an essential input for innovation. Therefore it is important to get insights to
markets and customers. This is the basis to identify opportunities for new, innovative
combinations of products and services and to stimulate ideas.
This sub-process comprises following process steps:
 Definition of search areas.
 Screening search areas.
Before these process steps are described, some introductory considerations should provide the
background.
There are different strategies an enterprise or MSE can choose to search for servitization
opportunities. The following graphic gives an overview over these strategies.
comparable
physical products

different physical product
or no direct product relation

“home market”

related markets

same
business
area

other
business
areas

analogous products
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Figure 5: Different strategies for the recognition of servitization activities

The differentiating aspect between the strategies is the potential “distance” from the own
existing product and the “home market” that is served:
 Same business area: Same or comparable customers, overlapping of Value Chains.
 Other business area: Different customers, different/independent Value Chains.
 Comparable physical products: Products that are serving the same purpose, offering
the same functionality or that are based on the same technology.
 Different physical products or no direct product relation: There could be stand-alone
services that are not related to a physical product yet. Or there are products that
serving a clearly different purpose.
The strategies resulting from the combination of these aspects are: “home market”, analogous
products, related markets und unrelated markets.
The analysis of unrelated markets can be regarded as the most demanding task since the
enterprise leaves completely the well-know terrain and has to consider very different areas of
knowledge.
Consequently, the definition of this strategy has an impact on the involvement of the
ecosystem. The more different areas of knowledge should be cover the more likely it is that
external expertise is required and MSE partners have to be involved.
Definition of search areas

Element Description

The objective of this element is to prepare the organisation of the
manufacturing enterprise for collaboration with MSE partner in Innovation
processes.
expectations, direction, and mandate

Indicators

Identifier

C3.1

Name of Process
Element

 ---

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: If an involvement of Ecosystem is required/ planned it has
to be coordinated which areas can be covered by whom.
Negotiation: No specific issues yet.
Communication: The partners have to communicate their knowledge
areas.

Links to other Process
Elements

Output: The defined search areas provide the basis for the screening of
search areas (C3.2)

Additional comments / Examples

Screening search areas

Element Description

The screening is done to gather and analyse information that might be
relevant for recognising opportunities for servitization innovation. The
objective is to obtain a “picture” what is going on in the market and
regarding interesting technologies (incl. services).
Typical way to do so are [see also Herstatt 2003]:
 Scanning literature, internet, databases.
 Exchange with market and technology experts, e.g. on conferences or
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fares.
 Exchange with universities and research institutes.
 Identifying trends
Indicators

 Number of contacts to experts.
 Number of examined customer groups.
 Number of Event Visitors.

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: No specific issues yet.
Negotiation: No specific issues yet.
Communication: The gained insights should be communicated in the
MSE to trigger ideation. However, the challenge is to select the most
relevant or interesting information to avoid an information overflow.

Links to other Process
Elements

Input: Defined search areas (C3.1).
Output: Information for recognition of opportunities (I1.1).

Additional comments / Examples

The process steps to organise the involvement of an MSE and to gain insight to markets and
customers are not purely sequential. Rather they are strongly dependent and there cycles of
these process steps. E.g. the initial MSE can be involved for the definition of search areas.
These search areas can require an adaptation of the MSE, which can lead to a further adaption
of search areas and so on.

4.2.

Ideation

The ideation phase is the core of the early phases of the innovation process since the output of
the early phases, selected specified ideas, is produced on this phase.

4..2.1.

Recognition of opportunities

Opportunities considered in this process step do not describe concrete ideas or specific
solutions. Rather they describe a potential approach to generate business if the enterprise finds
an appropriate solution to make use of the opportunity. So this sub-process is considering
opportunities
for
business
based
on
an
innovative
servitization.
There are generally two types of these opportunities that can be recognised:
 The first type is based on changes on the market like a changing customer demand or
new offers from competitors. The challenge is to find solutions to address the changed
customers demand or to compete with the new offers. MSEE is focussing on solution
based on servitization, which means on Extended Products. This type of opportunities
can be summarized with the terms market pull [see D21.1].
 The second type is based on new technological opportunities, e.g. telecommunication
features that enable new combinations between product and services. This includes
also new approaches for services, e.g. certain web services or social media services.
The challenge is to identify potential value propositions to the customers the can be
derived from these technological opportunities. This type of opportunities can be
explained by the term technology push [see D21.1].
Following process steps belong to this sub-process:
 Identifying opportunities
MSEE Consortium
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Clarifying strategy for servitization

Identifying opportunities

Element Description

The identification of opportunities is already a process step that requires
creativity. The information from the screening of search areas has to be
analysed according to the following two questions:
 Is there as change on the market that bears the opportunity for business
based on the enterprise’s type of products in combination with a
service?
 Is there new service or a new technological development that bears the
opportunity for business based on the enterprise’s type of products in
combination with a service?
Chapter 6 provides a method for analysing the options for servitization
that supports this step.

Indicators

Identifier

I1.1

Name of Process
Element

 Number of identified opportunities.

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: No specific issues yet.
Negotiation: It has to be negotiated with the involved contributing
partners how the IPR for the findings are handled.
Communication: No specific issues yet.

Links to other Process
Elements

Input: Information from the screening of search areas (C3.2)
Output: The opportunities are input for the stimulation of ideas (I2.1) and
the creation of ideas (I2.2).

Additional comments / Examples

Clarifying strategy for servitization

Element Description

The strategy for servitization that is considered in this process step is
related to the effort and risk the enterprise or the MSE is going to take to
make use of the identified opportunities for business based on an
innovative servitization. This is covered by the aspect “novelty” in the
framework. The general strategic options are:
 Keeping exiting product as it is, looking for existing services that can
be combined => Minimizing development effort.
 Starting from existing product, developing a new service, adapting
product if necessary => Concentrate development on service.
 Developing new product together with a new service (or do significant
adaptations) => Be open for high development effort.
To come to a decision about the strategy, the enterprise or the MSE has to
assess the own situation and capability and to decide how intensive the
involvement of partners should be.

Indicators
Required Interaction
with MSE Partners
MSEE Consortium
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strategy occur this would require negotiations.
Communication: No specific issues yet.
Links to other Process
Elements

---

Additional comments / Examples

4..2.2.

Idea generation

While the previous sub-process has identified opportunities for business generated from
innovative servitization, this sub-process has to generate ideas how the enterprise or MSE can
actual make use of this opportunity. This means the ideas have a stronger relation to the
technical aspects of the product and the services.
Generally ideas can be generated by employees of the enterprise or the involved MSE
partners, customers (as far as they are not involved as MSE partners) and other stakeholders
[see O'Sullivan 2009, p. 131]).
The MSEE can choose different approaches for the idea generation [see Wolf 2011]):
 An open ideation: This means that there are very few limitations for people who
participate to submit their ideas. They can cover a broad variety of topics and
submission is almost permanently possible. This is comparable to idea management
approach in companies.
 Ideation campaigns: Usually this approach is selected when ideas upon a specific
topic are needed in limited period of time.
 Process driven ideation: This ideation take place a part of a defined process related to
the product lifecycle. For instance at a certain moment of time during the MoL (Mid
of Life) the process suggest an ideation based on gathered customer feedback and
complaints. Or there is an ideation as part of the EoL (End of Life) process based on
the gathered “lessons learned”.
The process steps to generate ideas are:
 Stimulating Ideas
 Idea creation
 Idea collection
Stimulating Ideas

Element Description

The objective of stimulation ideas it to help people to be creative and to
create ideas. An essential challenge is break up restrictions of thinking
(“see further than the end of one’s nose”). This can be done by drawing up
scenarios that go beyond the daily business and provide information from
areas that are outside the well-know terrain. The analysis of options for
servitization can support this (see Chapter 6).
In addition the people have to understand the identified opportunity for
servitization. This is often described by the term “briefing” (see examples
for collaboration tools above). In the case of ideation campaigns this
briefing has to be quite specific. But also for open ideation processes such
a briefing is needed as a trigger for ideas.

Indicators
MSEE Consortium
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Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: No specific issues yet.
Negotiation: No specific issues yet.
Communication: The briefing requires appropriate organisation of the
communication in the MSE. Potential benefits for contributors should be
communicated.

Links to other Process
Elements

---

Additional comments / Examples
The capability for creativity can be considered as the sum of three components [Amabile, 1998]:
Expertise, creative thinking and motivation. The expertise is supported by the process “gaining
insight to market / customers”. While the creative thinking is difficult to be supported the motivation
requires special intention. It has to be made sure that the partners that should contribute see a benefit
for themselves.

Idea creation

Element Description

Actually, coming up with ideas can barley be “ordered” or organised.
Therefore the description of this process steps cannot provide detailed
recipes. There is a broad variety of techniques for creativity that should not
be repeated in this place.
However, in the context of an MSE it has to be decided if there should be
special meeting or events for idea creation.
Options are for example:
 Dedicated meetings or workshops (this can be appropriate for process
driven ideation but also for campaigns).
 Online Brainstorming (this can be suitable for all kinds of ideation
approaches)
 Collecting ideas as they come up (this is particularly relevant for open
ideation).

Indicators

Identifier

I2.2

Name of Process
Element

 Number of employees / partners / “Authors” who submitted ideas.
 Number of ideas submitted in a defined period of time.

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: If the MSE partner should come together for ideation this
has to be coordinated.
Negotiation: No specific issues yet.
Communication: The ideas have to be communicated (this is related to the
collection of idea in the next process step).

Links to other Process
Elements

Input: Input is obtained from the stimulation process step (I2.1)
Output: The created ideas submitted to the collection process (I2.3).

Additional comments / Examples
Some of the end-users in MSEE had already created ideas before the official start of the project.
The idea of the INDESIT use case was created during a MSEE workshop with a slot that was
dedicated to idea creation.
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Idea collection

Element Description

The collection of ideas has to ensure that all ideas can be submitted or are
gathered and that they are documented and managed. (So this sub-process
should also comprise idea management.)
As described above this can be achieved by providing a kind of mailbox
(in most cases a electronic platform) where people could submit their ideas
as soon as they were created. This can be characterised as a passive
collection. It is also possible to do the collection in a more active way, e.g.
by organising ideation meetings or workshop and document every idea
brought up the meeting or workshop.

Indicators

Identifier

I2.3

Name of Process
Element

 Number of ideas/builds collected.

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: It has to be coordinated who is collecting and managing the
ideas.
Negotiation: No specific issues yet.
Communication: The options to submit ideas have to be communicated in
the MSE.

Links to other Process
Elements

Input: Created ideas (I2.3).
Output: Documented collected ideas will be further specified for
assessment (I3.2).

Additional comments / Examples

4..2.3.

Idea assessment and selection

The final sub-process in the ideation process is the assessment and selection of ideas. The
objective is to condense the considerations and discussions and to come to a decision, which
ideas should be handed over to the further development process.
Following process steps belong to this sub-process:
 Definition of Criteria
 Specification of idea
 Assessment of idea
 Selection of idea
Definition of Criteria

Element Description

To enable a qualified assessment it is necessary to define clear assessment
criteria. To do this in an unbiased way it should take place at least before
the ideas are specified (or even earlier).
The definition of these criteria should be based on the objectives of the
MSE and the particular innovation project. Nevertheless there will be
additionally generic criteria.
There should also be a weight for each criterion.

Indicators

MSEE Consortium
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Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: It has to be coordinated who is involved how in this process
step.
Negotiation: Weighting is usually a challenging task that can require
negotiation between the involved partners.
Communication: No special issue.

Links to other Process
Elements

---

Additional comments / Examples

Specification of idea

Element Description

Before the assessment can start it is important to have a clear
understanding of the idea. This is especially important when this
assessment involves different enterprises and persons from the MSE. They
should have a common understanding of the idea.
Chapter 7 suggest a structure for the description and communication of
ideas. The specification of the idea could fill this structure.

Indicators

Identifier

I3.2

Name of Process
Element

 Number of specified ideas (specification according to defined
structure).

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: It has to be coordinated who in the MSE is contributing
what for this specification.
Negotiation: If there are different approaches for specification and they
are not handled as different ideas, this may require negotiations.
Communication: If the specification is done by one MSE partner, it is
usually advantageous to give a feed-back to the other involved MSE
partners.

Links to other Process
Elements

Input: Collected ideas from idea collection (I2.3).
Output: The specified ideas are used during the assessment of ideas (I3.3).

Additional comments / Examples

Assessment of idea

Element Description

To enable a decision, which idea should be taken into the further
development process, it is necessary to do a qualified assessment based on
defined criteria.

Indicators
Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

MSEE Consortium

Identifier

I3.3

Name of Process
Element

 Number of ideas reviewed and concluded.
Coordination: It has to be coordinated who should be involved in the
assessment.
Negotiation: Negotiation may be required if the objective is to achieve a
common decision (instead of counting votes).
Communication: If the assessment is not done by all involved MSE
partners feedback loops are usually advantageous.
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Links to other Process
Elements

Input: Defined assessment criteria from the corresponding step (I3.1).
Input: Specified ideas from the specification step (I3.2).
Output: Qualified assessment of the idea that can be used to select an idea
for further development (I3.4)

Additional comments / Examples

Selection of idea

Element Description

The final step the ideation process is the selection of ideas for the further
development process.

Indicators

Identifier

I3.4

Name of Process
Element

 % of selected ideas.
 Average time required from idea conceptualization to go-forward
decision.

Required Interaction
with MSE Partners

Coordination: It has to be coordinated who should be involved in the
decision.
Negotiation: Negotiation may be required if the objective is to achieve a
common decision (instead of counting votes).
Communication: The decision should be communicated to the involved
MSE partners.

Links to other Process
Elements

Input: Qualified assessment of the idea from the step assessment of ideas
(I3.3)
Output: The selected ideas are handed over to the further development
processes.

Additional comments / Examples
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5. Meta-Model

From a knowledge management perspective, it is crucial to provide a modelling frame and
communication convention that guides innovation consortia through the process of idea
generation and development. In MSEE appropriate meta-models (or reference models) will be
provided in order to allow for capturing, structuring, (partly) formalizing, documenting,
sharing, and finally further elaborating knowledge about new products and services within
manufacturing service ecosystems as well as virtual manufacturing enterprises.
Core elements of a respective meta-modelling framework derive from various sources such as
innovation management literature, formal semantics and business process modelling theory,
networking best practices as well as experiences from our MSEE industrial partners. The
following list provides essential elements that ought to be covered by a holistic MSEE
framework for meta-modelling in SP1 and partly in SP2:
Suggested Meta-Modelling Elements are as follows:
 Abstract knowledge objects
o Decision and Decision Systems
o KPIs and other Indicators
o Status descriptions
 Product/Service Life Cycle stages
 IPR levels
o Values
o Functionality
 Layouts
o Specifications
 Actors and Actor Roles
o Project owner
o Innovators
o Customer
o Ecosystem members
o VME participants
 Activities and Processes as well as Events
o Innovation-related activities
o Communication-related activities
 Assets for innovation
o Products and Services
o Product and Service Components (Resources or Factors)
 In-tangible assets
 Information
 Enterprise Applications
 Tangible Assets
 Human
 Physical Means
o Methods
o Technologies
MSEE Consortium
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 IT-related
 Manufacturing-related
 Organisational
In addition, dedicated types of relations ought to be defined and set up between the concepts
listed above. Relations are crucial for modelling explicit as well as implicit knowledge within
a domain of interest, as they help to contextualize formally isolated knowledge objects.

5.1.

References Models that define concepts and principles

Reference Models that define concepts and principles can play an essential role to achieve a
common understanding between partners and to speed up the definition of a case specific
model. This is especially relevant for collaborative MSE where the partner need intensive
communication like in innovation processes. In the context of innovation in a MSE there are
various aspects that could be modelled. In Wilkes’ structure for Frameworks that was
discussed in the combined deliverable D21.2&4 [Wilkes 2012] the process reference model is
regarded as an own element besides the modelling elements. This deliverable contains an own
chapter for the reference processes. Therefore it is not necessary to consider it in this place.
However the requirements analysis in D21.1 has shown that the MSE needs common
understanding of the different types of servitization-based innovation and of interactions
regarding the innovation process in an MSE. In addition it would be helpful to describe the
basic design, organisation and governance principles regarding innovation processes in an
MSE, e.g. decision making.





Reference models should help to obtain a better understanding of an application case.
The framework should regard the different options to combine physical products and
related services to achieve servitization-based innovation.
The framework has to pay special attention to openness, collaboration and
interactions.
Enabling voting and collaborative decisions on ideas.

Exemplary modelling techniques as well as related reference models are as follows:
Name

Language

Main constructs

IDEF0

Actigram

IDEF3

Process Modelling

GRAI

Actigram
Extended Actigram
Decision GRID
GRAI NETS
Class Diagram

Activity
Flows
Resources
Information
Activity, Flow
State Transition Diagram
Activity, Flow
Resources
Decision structure
Decision activities
Information
Decision frame
etc…
PIs
Objectives
Decision Variables
Relations between constructs

ECOGRAI Definition Performance
Indicators (PI)
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Name

Language

Main constructs

ARIS

Process, Resource,
Organisation, PI
Management
Process, Resource, control
Smart Network Models

A lot of constructs

IEM
SNM

A lot of constructs
Activities, Actors, Objects,
Knowledge

Modelling
Applications
Local SSM

Local SSM
Innovation Networks

Table 1 - Exemplary modelling techniques [see also D11.1]

5.2.

Roles in innovation processes in an ecosystem

Innovation Processes require different kinds of contributions from different people or
organisations. These people or organisations fulfil certain roles. There are already different
existing role models for innovation. These roles have an essential impact on the success of the
innovation process.
One of the early models that was discussed in many subsequent research works is the
Champion model [Schon 1963]. Another well established role is the Gatekeeper [Allen
1970].
A model that adds additional roles to champions and gatekeepers is the model of Promoters
[Witte 1973]. Literature in German language on innovation refers in a broad way to this
model. The additional roles are: Expert Promoter, Power Promoter, Process Promoter, and
Relationship Promoter.
(An overview over the literature on the roles models is provided by Gemünden et al. [2007]).
The application of these concepts to MSEs is still under way but will be part of the Innovation
Reference Framework to enable better understanding what contributions are expected from
the different MSE partners and how the partners work together.

5.3.

Glossary for the context of MSE

The glossary should support manufacturing enterprises that are looking for innovation based
on servitization in two ways:
1. Help to better understand the concepts, documents and tools of MSEE.
2. Help to obtain a common basis for the communication with partners in the ecosystem.
The glossary was not among the most important elements of the framework according to the
assessment of the end-users. Nevertheless WP21 decided to include this into the framework to
achieve a common understanding and to support dissemination to external partner.
The end-user survey brought up an idea to improve the glossary by adding a frequently-askedquestion (FAQ) part.
According to the framework approach the explained terms and the FAQs will be assigned to
the different fields in the framework. Main “entrance” to the particular terms and FAQ are the
process steps. In addition there are some general terms that are a kind of foundation to use the
framework and are relevant for generally all fields in the framework. Examples for these
terms are: MSE, VME, Extended Product, Servitization, Idea for Servitization, Market Pull,
Technology Push etc.
The specific terms and FAQs are provided according to the field that is selected in the
Framework. The following graphic illustrates this approach (that is still under development).
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Figure 5: Glossary and FAQs
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6. Method to analyse options for servitization

The MSEE project is focussing on manufacturing enterprises. Therefore the suggested method
is product driven that means that it takes basically the viewpoint of a manufacturer of
products.
Starting point is an analysis of the current product portfolio and definition of a product group
or group that should be analysed regarding options for servitization.
Then following analysis can be carried out:
 Analysing product-related processes at the customer to identify new services that
support them
 Analysing analogous products for related services that can be adopted.
 Analysing the product for virtualisation.
 Analysing up-coming services for applicability in combination with the product.
(The improvement of existing product related services should be a continuous task and is not
regarded as a servitization bases innovation in this place. The same is valid for the check if
services for one customer segment could be offered to another segment too.)
The following sections describe these analyses in a bit more detail.

6.1.

Analysing product-related processes at the customer

The basic idea of this approach is to analyse the processes at the customer that are related to
the physical product. This analysis should cover the whole lifecycle of the product item (the
particular product bought by the customer) at the customer. This starts with the product
acquisition (selection, specification, buying) and the implementation (receiving the product,
preparation for usage, etc.) and it ends with the end-of-life processes when the customer no
longer wants to use the product (e.g. selling or disposal). For each of these processes it has to
be asked:
 How could the process be facilitated or improved for the customer by product related
services?
o A typical improvement is the option for a more customer-specific
configuration.
o This should also include other products that are used together with the product,
e.g. fuel with a car or detergent with a washing machine.
 Is the customer using other services that can be replaced by services offered with the
products?
An example: The user of a washing machine has to procure detergent for washing. If he
forgets to do so this would cause delays in washing. If there would be an automatic delivery
of detergent these problems would be avoided (see INDESIT use case).
Position in the framework: The assumption is that there is an existing product and a new
service should be offered in combination with this product. To obtain good results of this
analysis it is recommendable to involve members of the ecosystem that have insight to the
processes at the customer. The involved MSE members can be partners form the value chain
and, even better, customers themselves.
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Heterogeneity of
ecosystem involvement

Broad variety of
customers, competitors
and suppliers from other
industries

Analysing product-related processes at the customer to
identify new services that support them
Product acquisition and
implementation processes

Integration of few further
types of ecosystem
members, e.g. customers
Value Chain
(established suppliers,
research & consulting)

End-of-Life / disposal
processes

new combination of existing services
with an existing product without
adaptation and virtualisation

Usage processes

Maintenance processes

product or service is new or adapted,
could be based on virtualization of
physical value components
new product and new related
services with virtualization of
physical value components

Degree of novelty and
virtualization in servitization

Figure 5: Analysing product related processes for servitization options

6.2.

Analysing analogous products for related services

Research has suggested the concept to consider analogous markets or product to obtain ideas
for product improvements [Lauenstein 2012]. This concept can be also adopted to stimulate
ideas for servitization.
The basic idea is to identify products that are comparable to the considered product. Some
aspects of comparability are:
 The products provide a comparable functionality (e.g. protection of the body in sports
and on a construction site).
 The products operate/are used under comparable conditions (e.g. the clean conditions
in food industry and in the health care sector or in the production of semi-conductors).
 The products are provided to the customer in a comparable way (e.g. a comparable
way of customer specific configuration or a comparable logistics).
 The products are used or disposed by customer in a comparable way (e.g. customers
prefer for both products a recycling process or a buy-back solution).
There are more aspects that could be relevant to make products comparable regarding related
services. So the challenge is to identify such analogous products.
If they are identified the next step is to analyse the analogous products for existing product
related service and to check if these services could be also valuable in combination with the
initially considered product.

Broad variety of
customers, competitors
and suppliers from other
industries

Heterogeneity of
ecosystem involvement

Analysing analogous products for related
services that can be adopted

Integration of few further
types of ecosystem
members, e.g. customers
Value Chain
(established suppliers,
research & consulting)
new combination of existing services
with an existing product without
adaptation and virtualisation
product or service is new or adapted,
could be based on virtualization of
physical value components
new product and new related
services with virtualization of
physical value components

Degree of novelty and
virtualization in servitization

Figure 5: Analysing analogous product for servitization options
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An example: Copiers need regular refill of toner. This is done by toner-cartridges. Some
suppliers offer service contracts, in which they ensure that there is always a cartridge
available. This cartridge service could perhaps be applied also to washing machines that need
regular refill. There could also be other products that require a comparable regular refill, e.g.
coffee machines working with coffee pads.
Position in the framework: Again the assumption is that there is an existing product and a
new service should be offered in combination with this product. The broad knowledge
background of the MSE could be used to identify comparable products and the related
services. It can be used that the involvement of a broad variety of different MSE members
could improve the results.

6.3.

Analysing the product for virtualisation

The available IT capabilities, in particular the internet, have brought up several options to
replace physical products be electronic services. For instance, instead of delivering physical
CD the customer can download music files or listen to music store in a cloud service. Another
example is to replace storage capacity on hard-disk of a computer by cloud services (of course
the service provider uses hard-disks too).
The suggested analysis should look at the components and functions of the product and ask
the question if they can be replaced by a service.
An example: An analysis like described above will bring up the function of storing data, e.g.
picture or sound. This was mainly done in the internal memory of phone or on storage cards
that can be inserted into the phone. A service that “virtualises” this storage is a cloud service
that can be used with the phone for storage.
Two further examples come from machine construction: a complex instruction document is
delivered as print-out with a machine. A virtualised alternative could be to provide these
instructions over the web enhanced with a user-forum and a section for frequently asked
question. The complex control unit, with its monitor, can be replaced by a web-interface that
let the users monitor the relevant data in the intra- or internet using browser technology.

Position in the framework: This approach usually requires the adaptation of an existing
product or its product shell (see example above about instruction documents) and new
development or adaptation of a service. The analysis can already with the involvement of
MSE members from existing value chain, since it analysis existing components and functions.
Broad variety of
customers, competitors
and suppliers from other
industries

Heterogeneity of
ecosystem involvement

Integration of few further
types of ecosystem
members, e.g. customers

Analysing product components and
functions for virtualisation

Value Chain
(established suppliers,
research & consulting)
new combination of existing services
with an existing product without
adaptation and virtualisation
product or service is new or adapted,
could be based on virtualization of
physical value components
new product and new related
services with virtualization of
physical value components

Degree of novelty and
virtualization in servitization

Figure 5: Analysing the product regarding options for servitization based on virtualisation
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6.4.

Analysing upcoming services

The idea of this approach is to leave the direct application environment and analyse services
that were not related to the product yet. It is analysed if services outside this environment
could be combined with the product in a way that provides added value to existing or new
customers. To do this analysis a bit more focused, one approach is to look at upcoming
promising services first. For these services it is more likely that they were not combined with
competitive products yet. In subsequent steps, further services can be analysed, e.g. services
that have already success on the market. It important to keep in mind that also services that
are not combined with physical products at all up to now should be considered.
(There could be an overlapping with the analysis of analogous products.)
An example: TP-Vision has recognised the success and the large number of users of social
network services. Therefore they are going to implement a function to their SmartTV.
The drive-in concept from fast-food chain has been transferred to building supply stores.
Another example is the application of a drive-in-service that is established at fast-foodrestaurants to building supplies stores.
Position in the framework: This approach considers existing services that can be combined
with the existing product. Sometimes this combination can also require the adaptation of an
existing product type.
Since this search goes beyond the direct environment of the product it is usually
recommendable to involve a broad variety of different MSE members.

Broad variety of
customers, competitors
and suppliers from other
industries

Heterogeneity of
ecosystem involvement

Integration of few further
types of ecosystem
members, e.g. customers
Value Chain
(established suppliers,
research & consulting)

Analysing up-coming services for applicability
in combination with the product
unrelated markets

“home market”

new combination of existing services
with an existing product without
adaptation and virtualisation
product or service is new or adapted,
could be based on virtualization of
physical value components
new product and new related
services with virtualization of
physical value components

Degree of novelty and
virtualization in servitization

Figure 5: Analysing up-coming services for servitization options
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7. Tool to describe and communicate ideas for servitization

Traditionally in the manufacturing industry, the product was considered as the core element of
the value proposition to customers. But due to the market pressure, it is necessary to offer to
the customers more products that are accompanied by services or pure services. As industry is
not yet aware of how to properly support service-oriented value generation processes, MSEE
should aim at providing dedicated templates for describing services. In this context, the notion
of knowledge transformation from service idea to service deployment becomes crucial.
Respective templates should be able to pro-actively support this transformation.
When speaking about supporting the transformation from development towards deployment
from a knowledge perspective, the first and utmost objective has to be to foster a conscious
and targeted growth of knowledge. All activities in the development process can be associated
with the exploration, elaboration, use, and exploitation of knowledge. As described by
Nonaka and Takeuchi [Nonaka 2007], the increase of knowledge can be described as a spiral
of activities of externalization, combination, internalization and socialization. Consequently,
knowledge structures can be considered to significantly evolve from development towards
deployment (see Figure 7).
Ideas

Idea 1: New Service

Service 1: Type#13244

1. The idea is to
provide some
funcitonality, that
helps customers to
satisfy their needs
by…
2. Another idea is to
deploy a service …
3. …

Description:
The idea is to provide
some functionality
Targeted Market:
Europe
Partner Contributions:
Competences in …
…

Descript.

Item to…

Market

Aged …

Partner

Inst. 1

Price

12,56 €

Costs

10.000 €

Due

03.03.14

Agreed

nothing

Figure 7: Evolution of knowledge structures in innovative Ecosystems

While especially in the early phases, implicit knowledge has a big role, while when moving
towards production/deployment, the formalization of knowledge in documents becomes more
and more important. At the very beginning, during idea generation, most information is
implicit. While there are first sketches and descriptions, most details are only remembered by
the participating actors. Also experiences have a very important role in this phase. But while
the development projects continue, and more and more actors get involved, it will become
necessary to share and distribute knowledge amongst partners. Therefore, first structures are
developed, which can be used to efficiently communicate main messages, but which leave
enough flexibility to quickly adapt, amend or condense information.
To foster the elaboration and further conversion of ecosystem knowledge, semi-final
knowledge structures can be provided based on domain specific semantic models covering
agreed on common structures for prominent in-/tangible assets in the network. For example in
the innovative shirt configurator of the Bivolino use cases [see deliverable D52.1] provides an
integrated set of prominent attributes that are needed to sufficiently describe a state-of-the art
shirt. This can be used as guideline of respective development activities that are then resulting
in an update and change of these preliminary structures. As later stages of innovation are
reached, more and more attribute values can be added, updated, and agreed on – ready for
production.
Considering collaborative innovation in locally dispersed teams, ICT plays a major role for
the externalization, combination and internalization of knowledge. With appropriate tools for
synchronous collaboration, it is to some extent even possible to (virtually) socialize
knowledge. Last but not least, when thinking about production, the knowledge has to be
provided in (ICT-compatible) structures in order to be able to make use of well-established IT
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infrastructures for reliable manufacturing. In this context it has to be high lined that sufficient
versioning means are provided in order to capture and safe knowledge structures in dedicated
time points for later reference. Same holds for materialized relations between different
knowledge object per time.
The transformation of knowledge within Ecosystems should additionally be supported by an
ontology that integrates state of the art ontologies like Nance1 , PTO2, or IMKS3 about
in-/tangible assets in development and production networks. Furthermore, real-world data
from industrial use cases shall be used in order to provide reliable knowledge structures for
common assets within the manufacturing domain. Semantics are a well-known formal
approach to explicitly describe and structure knowledge domains like e.g. in-/tangible assets
management in innovation networks. As a consequence, in-/tangible assets could be seen as
resources that can dynamically be re-used and combined Ecosystem level in order to provide
products, services, or product-services that address certain market opportunities.

1

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/mergers/cases/index/nace_all.html
http://www.productontology.org/
3
http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/mm/research/product-realisation/imks/Results/IMKS
2
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8. Summary and next steps

This deliverable has described the identified most relevant elements of the Innovation
Reference Framework in MSEE.
These elements are:


Reference processes for the early phases of innovation processes in an ecosystem.



A meta-model that provides the frame for modelling the particular application
scenario for innovation processes in an ecosystem.



A method to analyse the options for servitization of the own products to obtain input
for idea generation.



A support, in particular a template, to describe and communicate selected ideas.

Special focus was directed to the involvements of MSE partners and the corresponding
challenges for the manufacturing enterprises, to the definition of search areas for innovation
opportunities and on the method to identify opportunities for servitization.
It became obvious that there are a big number of different options for a manufacturing
enterprise to do the early phases of an innovation process on servitization in a MSE. So the
Framework could help to find orientation and to consider all options and look beyond the
obvious and well-known approaches.
The enhancement of concreteness and of the level of detail is ongoing, in particular regarding
the roles, the glossary with the FAQ and the assessment of ideas. The essential next steps are
the regular validation with the end-users and the further mapping of the elements with the
three defined dimensions of the framework.
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